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3-4 Thread Overlock Machine

Description

3-4 Thread Overlock Machine 

Description:- 

3 or 4 Thread, Cut and Sew Overlock Stitches 

Trim seams and overcast edges 

4 color threading guide 

Presser foot pressure adjustment 

Blind Stitch Foot for finishing and hemming in one operation 

Common snap on presser foot 

Toolkit 

Differential feed for perfect seams on virtually any fabric type eliminates the wavy or stretched
appearance of stitches on fabric 

Retractable knife 

Free arm / Flatbed 

Perfect overlock stitches on all types and weights of fabric 
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Stitch width 5.0 - 7.0 mm 

Trim trap for catching scraps of fabric and storage of the foot controller when the machine is not
being used 

Uses standard sewing machine needles 

Fast and Simple Lower Looper threading system 

Bright LED light to illuminate the sewing area 

Thread twist protection and needle plate separation for improved sewing quality 

Lightweight, compact machine with carrying handle 

Built-in accessory storage 

Dust cover 

Instructional DVD 

Sewing:- 

Standard Presser Feet: Yes 

MAX Sewing Speed: 1300spm 

Stitch Length: 0.8-4.0mm 

Stitch Width: 3.0-7.0mm 

Foot Controller: Yes 

Display:- 

Lighting: LED 

Stitch Select Display: Dial selection 
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"description": "3 or 4 Thread, Cut and Sew Overlock Stitches Trim seams and overcast edges 4 color
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fabric type eliminates the wavy or stretched appearance of stitches on fabric Retractable knife Free
arm / Flatbed Perfect overlock stitches on all types and weights of fabric Stitch width 5.0 - 7.0 mm
Trim trap for catching scraps of fabric and storage of the foot controller when the machine is not
being used Uses standard sewing machine needles Fast and Simple Lower Looper threading system
Bright LED light to illuminate the sewing area Thread twist protection and needle plate separation for
improved sewing quality Lightweight, compact machine with carrying handle Built-in accessory
storage Dust cover Instructional DVD", "brand": "Educational Lab Equipments", "sku": "5", "gtin8": "5",
"gtin13": "5", "gtin14": "5", "mpn": "5", "aggregateRating": { "@type": "AggregateRating",
"ratingValue": "5", "bestRating": "5", "worstRating": "0", "ratingCount": "15" } } 
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